
 

Hinged Round-Top Lunch Box 

Makes one 5" x 3.5" Lunch Box 

 

Supplies : 

 Box Base and Lid: Star Paper, Classic Calico by 

            Studio Calico 

 Accents: Pink, Cream, Tan, White, Black 

            Cardstock 

 Pink Ribbon 

 3-Dimensional adhesive 

 12 Brads 

 2 Eyelets 

 Liquid Glue 

 Chalk or Ink 

 

 

 

Instructions: 

1. Cut out all the pieces to the lunch box. Ink 

and or chalk all the pieces to your project. 

Assemble the base of the box as pictured. 

2. Cut out the lid. Be generous with the glue 

when assembling projects that require tabs to 

give it the curved look.  

3. Cut out all the panel pieces that will go on all 

four sides of the box base. Glue in place. 

4. Decide where you would like the buckle to be 

positioned. I used brads to hold the buckle in 

place on the lid. I liked using the brads because 

it gave the buckle a more ‘hardware’ look. It was 

the perfect touch! 

Assemble the base. 

Glue the lid tabs. 



5. Take the rectangle strip and fold in half. This will act as 

the hinge to your project. Next, add the paper hinges to 

the back of the lunchbox using brads. 

6. Now that the lid and base are assembled you can decide 

where you would like the buckle to be positioned. I 

used brads to hold the buckle in place on the lid. Close 

the lid and determine where you would like the eyelets 

to be positioned so that you can feed the ribbon through 

the eyelets to tie the lid down in place. Eyelets are 

perfect when using ribbon in your projects.  

7. I also used brads to hold the handle in place. The 

reason that this worked out so nicely is because in 

order to open the box top you will need to be able to 

freely move the handle in order to open the lid. 

8. Glue down the curved square to the front of the box 

and then assemble the medallion and glue in place. 

Attach base to lid with long rectangle hinge. 


